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Introduction

Lei S be a compaci simply-connecied ellipiic su:rfa.ce and , --+ S be a

holomorphic 2-bundle with cl( 8) = O. In light of Donaldson's work in [Dl] it has become

dear that one can choose same special polarizaüon w on S and have a good

understanding on the nature of w-stable 2-bundles , --+ 5 with c2(') = 1. See for

instance [FM], [LO] cr [OY]. Recently tbis idea has been extended to the cases when

c2( 6) > 1. Working with certain carefully chosen polarizations, Friedman has had att'

extensive investigation in [F] on such stable bundles and obtained same niee qualitative

information on their moduli spaces provided ~(8) is larger than some specified constant.

The purpose cf tbis note is to depict another niee aspect of the theory through a panicular

example coneerning e2( 8) = 2. We shall be more attentive to the problem of multiplicity

two structures on some surface and our diseussion here should be viewed as a slight

supplement io that of [F].

Ta be more precise, let 53 be a homotopy K3 surface having precisely a multiple

fibre F3 of multiplicity three. We study here holomorphie 2-bundles 6 --+ 53 with

(cl( 6),e2( 8)) = (0,2) which are stable in certain polarization w of 53' The first issue of

our discussion ia io give a complete description cf the moduli spare M2(w) of these

bundles. A peculiar feature of M2(w) ia thai due to the appearance of H2(sl( &')) ~ ( in

the deformation eomplex its dimension is higher than the "virtual" one, Nevertheless tbis
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moduli space is smooth. In order to describe M2( w) recall a known fad that aB an elliptic

surface 53 is a fibration over the complex projective line lP l' We denote the projection

map from 53 onto IP1 by t,

. Theorem 1 The moduli spare M2(w) ia a smooth complex 3-dimensional manifold

modelled on the proper transformation ~ of

in the blow-up of (53\F3) )( (53\F3) along the diagonal after dividing by the involution

71.2 on (53\F3) )( (53\F3) of interchanging fadors.

This theorem in essence asserts M2(w) ~ ~/71.2' Over the moduli space M2(w) there is a

complex line b~dle ,--. M2(w) of interest, arising from the assignment

8--+ a2(sl( ~) ~ (. The second issue of our discussion is to identify tbis bundle, or rather

its square ,flJ2, over M2(w). Let [!J.f:t/71
2
1 denote the Une bundle over M2(w) associated

to the diagonal divisor L\~/11.
2

on ~(w).

We shall show tbis result by constructing explicitly a universal bundle t over f::l/71.2 )( 53'

despite the existence of such a bundle does not follow from general consideration.

The motive of tbis work ia to provide certain necessary material in a calculation

related to the work of Oonald80n in [01] and [02] while the interest of Theorem 2 lies in

thai after identifying M2( w) with the corresponding moduli space of anti-self~ual (A5D)
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connections (c.f. [Dl]) determination of the "cokernel bundle" , --+ M2(w) gives vital

information on how to recover certain transversal intersections cutting moduli spaces of

ASD connections sufficiently elose to M2(w). This will be discussed elsewhere.

In the course of establishing these two resulta it requires & lot of checkings just

applying the same technique to many different situations in questian. For this reason we da

not find it too enlightening to give a1l the details here and shall gr088 over those points

which ca.n be ~ttled by straightforward arguments ance the idea. ef the proof for ane or two

cases has been given. These interested are referred to [Mo] for a more detailed discussion

explaining these results.
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§l Construction of stahle 2-bundles using the residue map

Lei S3 ~!Pl be a homotopy K3 surface as mentioned in the introduction and

suppose always 8 --+ S3 ia a holomorphic 2-bundle with (Cl( 8),c2( 8)) = (0,2). We shall

assume the surface 53 has the following generlc properties:

(Pl) the multiple fibre F3 C53 is smooth, and
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(P2) any other (simple) singular fibre Fa = .-1(&,,,) of 83 contains only, and
v

precisely one, node nv E Fa
v

as singularity.

Here in (P2) a point n", E Fa is called & node if there are local coordinates (u""vv) on
v

83 centred at ·n", such that .. = u~ + v~. The goal of this section ia to determine and

construct all stable 2-bundles 8 --t 83 relative to Kähler forms W obtained by adding to

arbitrary ones a large multiple of t* "'IP ,where ""p denotes the Fubini-Study form on
1 1

We begin with an observation that hO( 8~ [F3]) > 0 regardless , ia stable or not.

This is a consequence of the Riemann-Roch formula applied to '9 [F3] incorporate with

the (Serre duality) i80morphism

as K
53

~ [Fl~2 on 53' Now by following the line of arguments given far instance in [LO]

one deduces that if I is to be w-fJtable then every section s' cf 8fJ [F3] has to vanish on

a codimension two subset Z = Z(s) of 83. Consequently 8fJ [F3] is an extension

(1.1)

for same ideal sheaf I of isolated zero(s) on 53 and such locally free extensions are that

we have interest to construct.
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Deapite having codimension two zero set Z, the section s of 60) [F3] does nQ1

necessarily induce an ideal aheaf I of simple zeros on 53 as c2( 10) [F3]) = 2 and ibis is

where our discussion diverges from previous ones concerning quesüons of similiar kind.

Indeed one finds in (1.1) the ideal ahe&! I is either thai cf

(a) two i80lated simple zeros zl,z2 on 531 cr in degenerate caseB,

(b) a single zero z E 83 with a mulüpliciiy two structure of some kind.

To be more precise in case (b), we put ~ = (//1. Then we say I ia an ideal sheaf of a

zero z E 53 with a multiplicity two structure if dim( az,z = 2.

Having specified the nature cf the ideal sheaf I we proceed to siudy, separately for

the cases (a) and (b), ü there are locally free extensions ,~ [F3] in (1.1). The results we

obtain fOI case (a) can be summarized a.s follows.

(1.2) Proposition There ia a 1-1 correspondence between

(i) equivalence classes of w-fJtable bundles 8-+ 53 fitting into an exact sequence

fOI same ideal sheaf I of two simple zeros zl,z2 on 53' and
zl,z2

(ü) pairs of distinet points zl'z2 on a common fihre of 83 other than F3'

This proposition follows from the residue theorem for vector bundles (c.f. [GH] p. 731)

asserting in ibis particular case the condition for a locally free extension JS [F3] to exist
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in (1.2) is equivalent to thai the points z1,~ in {s = o} are to satisfy the

Cayley-Bacharach property relative to the linear system IKS 8 [F3]8'2 1 j that is, any
3

section of the bUDdle KS 8 [F3]~ vanishing at either of the two points has to vanish at
3

the other. As [F3]83 ~ .*qp (1), one infers readily tbis is the case only iI the points z1,z2
1

lie on a common fibre of 83, Assuming , is stable, we may rule out the possibility that

tbis common fibre is F3 since in which case one finds hO( r) = hO([F3]81) = 1, an

obvioUB violation to the stability condition. 1t is a routine matter then to check 2-bundles

r otherwise obtained in (1.2) are tV-Stable and moreover determines uniquely a pair of

points z1,z2 on S3 as hO( 88 [F3]) =1. However the converse that such an w--5table

bundle is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the associated pair of points on 83

requires a study of certain spectral sequence that we are not to discuss here; similar

problems will come up later and it will be clear how the argument should go.

Now we consider case (b). In order to state the result we need a more vivid

interpretation of an ideal sheaf I of a zero z E S with a multiplicity two structure. For

simplicity write 1z for such an ideal sheaf. In principle a multiplicity two structure

defined by Iz ia a tangential direction in which the point z is approached. This ia

indicated in that after making suitable choices one can find generators 81,82 cf 1z taking

the following form locally &t z:

2
s1 = (au + bv) , s2 = cu + dv

where a,d,c,d are complex numbers satisfying ad-bc f O. We say in tbis situation I hasz

a multiplicity two atructure along ak +~ at z and identify Iz with the

projectivized element [ak + ~] EIP{Tz83). Now we can state the result for case (b) as

follows.
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(1.3) ProPOsition. There is a 1-1 correspondence between

(i) equivalence classes of w--stable bundle '~83 .fitting into an exact sequence

o~ tJ~ ,e [F~ -+ [F3]G1D2 8 Iz~ 0

for some ideal sheaf Iz on 83 with a multiplicity two structure, and

(ü) the points in {d" = O} CIP(T(S3\F3») .

It is easy to check topologically {d; = O} in iP(53\F3) is just the blow-up
...............

S3 \ F3 of 53\F3 at all the nades nll on singular fibres of 83 , In this topological
...............

model, a point Z of S3 \ F3 not lying in the exceptional curves En 11 is to be identified

with the projectivized tangent vector [TzFt(~)] E lP(TzS3) where Ft(z) denotes the fibre~

...............

to which z belangs. Note that points in the exceptional curves En C8 3 \F3 are already
11

elements of IP{Tn 53) C IP(T(5a\F3)) in a natural way.
11

In order to show this proposition we need a few facts of the residue theorem for vector

bundles applying to

(1.4)

where [F3]-2 denotes ([F3])-1)82, the square of the dual bundle [F3]-1 for [F3]' As

1([ ]-2 .H F3 ) = 0, the spectral sequence relating global and local Ext groups takes the form
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with both ~I(Iz[F3]-2) ~ ~ and H2([F3]-2) are.isomorphie to (2. For our purpose it

ia enough to consider 1z ia locally generated by sI = u, s2 = v2 in some local coordinates

(u,v) of z. In such cases ~ ~ ([I,v] and an element ez EEn1(1z,[F3]-2) corresponding

to ~ + J.' Y E (/ lifts to Ext1(1z,[F3]-2) provided that the residue pairingz z z

(tlz+jJzY) ,,(u,v)du Adv

~{O} uv2

vanishes for al1 ; EHO(KS 8[F3]e'2). Finally, such a lifting gives locally free extension
3

precisely when ez ia a unH in ~l(1z,(F3]-2).

We apply thia framework to many different situations when showing proposition

(1.3). Consider first z E S3\F3 ia not anode. Let • = u so that the multiplicity two

structure ia along the fibre direction Tt(z)F. In this case we have

(A
Z
+Pzv);(u,v)du Adv

Res{O} 2 = pz;{O)
uv

for all ; EHO(KS ~[F3]82) and so precisely the unH A
Z

lifts to Ext1(Iz,[F3]-2}. Now
3

we ean check in (1.3) corresponding to 1z there ia an ~table bundle 'whieh ia unique

up to isomorphism as the proposition asserts. Suppose now t = v so that the multiplicity

two strueture ia transversal to the fibre direction. We get this time

(Az+jJzV}t;6{u,v)du Adv /Jf/J(
Res{O} uv2 = jJz,p{O) + Az 7fV\0) .
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Note that ; is a section of KS 8 [F3]82 ~ [F3] QJ .*1» (1) and hence we have
3 1

.u<0) :f: ° whenever ;(0) =O. Thus the above expression va.nishes for a.ll ; only if

Az =0 but then the same requirement forces Pz =0 as weil. Thus there is no locally free

extension in (1.4) for such Iz' Ta complete the proof of proposiüan (1.3) we are to study

the cases when z is a point of F3 cr anode on a singular fibre. A straightforward

investigation as in previous case8 yields the desited result.

Remark This line cf arguments in fact applies equally weil to study w--iltable 2-bundles

with (cl'~) = (0,1) over 83 but shows that such bundles da not eDst at a.ll (c.f. [LO]).

In §3 we shall be discussing a cokemel bundle ,--+ M2(w) and the following

proposition ensures the existence of such a bundle.

(1.5) PrQPosition For every cv-stable 2-bundle r --+ 83 with (cl( r),~( r)) = (0 ,2) we

have h2(End ~ = 2, where End' denotes the endomorphism bundle of 8.

Proof. By previous discussions, , comes from an extension

and it is easy to deduce from tbis

For our purpose it suffices to check in the exact sequence
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(1.6)

the lift '8 EaO( ,fiJ [F3]fiJ3) of a non-trivial section s E HO([F31~I) is not an element

of aO(' fiJ [F3]fiJ3fiJ1). This ca.n be accomplished by conaidering the Koszul complex

associaied to the exact sequence (1.6) just aa in [FM] and therefore we omit the argument

here.

§2. Construction of the moduli spare

Tbe purpose of this section is to construct the moduli space M2(w) of w-stable

2-bundles 6-+ 53 with (cI ( 8),~{ 8)) = (0,2) and then show such a. moduli space ia

smooth. We first define a. variety ~ which "doubly" parametrizes all such stable bundles.

To begin with, let

Then we blow up (53\F3)x(53\F3) along the diagonal !S \F and obtain a new
3 3

...............

maniIold (S3\F3) x (53\F3) on where there is a projection 'K'

((S3\F3)x(S3\F3))\AS \F' We define ~ to be the closure of
3 3

...............

(S3\F3) x (53\F3)'

(2.1) Proposition ~ is a. smooth complex 3-dimensional manifold.

mapping onto

~-l(y) in
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~: It is not difficult to see firsUy Y Ct ia alwaya a smooth manifold. Indeed, aB long

as neither of the points zl'~ E 83\F3 ia anode on a singular fibre cf 83\F3' we can

easily find loeal coordinates for the pair (zl,z2) EY. It is just a simple applieation of the

fact that the symmetrie product of aRiemann aurface ia a smooth manifold. In the case

when the point, aay, zl is anode on a singular fibre of 83\F3' we choose local coordinates

(upvi) for the points zi E 83\ F3 so that

and

A neighbourhood cf (zl'z2) EY is then given by {f = O} where f = ~ - ui - vi. As

df f 0, it follows Y ia smooth.

To prove t::t is also sIDooth, we let U C83\F3 be a neighbourhood of a point

Z E 83\F3 and (u,v) be loeal coordinates on U. Denote by (ui'vi ) the local coordinates

on the i-th U factor in U x U. Let

w1 =,u1 -u2,

w3 = u1 +~,

W2 = VI -v2'

w4 =v1 +v2

be a change of coordinates on U x U. Clearly, the diagonal J1U of U x U ia given by

{wI = W2 = O} and the blow-up u'SCU of U x U along dU is the manifold

Now if z E 83\F3 ia not anode on a singular fibre of 83\F3 ' we can take .. = u on U.

It follows Y n (U )( U) = {w1 = O} and from which one infers
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(2.2)

On the oiher hand, if z is anode on a singular fibre, we let t = u2 + v2 on U. The

\
2222

condiiion t(zl) = t(z2) on U )( U ~U reads u1 + vI = ~ + v2' or

(uI~){ul+~) + (vl-v2)(v1+v2) = O. In ierms of coordinates (wl'w2,w3,w4)' it

becomes wlwa+ w2w4 =O. By the f&Ci ihai [l1'l2] =[wl'w2] for (wl'w2) 4= (0,0), one

finds then

(2.3)

1t is clear boih in (2.2) and (2.3) ~ n(U'iCU) ia smooth and 80 the proposition follows.

Now we wish to explain what the relation between the manifold ~ ud the moduli

space M2(w) iso

(2.4) Proposition The manifold ~ naturally parametrizes all w--fitable 2-bundles ~--+ S3

with (Cl( a),~( ~) = (0,2). On the submanifold Y of ~, the parametrization is two to

one.

fmQi Understandably this parametrization is induced !rom the nature of the zero(s)

associated to sections s E HO( ,8 [F3]) by previoUB discussion in §1. Hence the second

assertion is obvious. We are to show points z in V"\Y correspond to ideal sheaves Iz in

a natural way. It ia enough to work with local models u-XU on where points in ~\Y are

characierized by the conditions w l = w2 = O. One observes in such situations w3 =2u

and w4 = 2v1" Thus w3 and w4 are essentially Ioeal coordinates on U. Meanwhile,

along W1 = w2 = 0 there are natural identification (cf. [GH] p. 603) as follows:
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The latter ia identified with [l1 k + 12kl E IP((Td ) ) since in the
3 4 U (O,O,w3,w4)

present conten the normal bundle Nd of dU in U)( U ia in essence the tangent
U

bundle Td of dU· H z E U ia not anode on a singular fibre of S3\F3' we may take
U

t = u and obtain as before

This corresponds under the identification the element [0$1 E IP(T(2u,2v)53) which is

precisely the tangential direction Tt (2u,2v)F of the fibre. Therefore at the point z E U

the element {li = O} in IP(TzSa) corresponds to the ideal sheaf Iz = (u,v2) as wished.

On the other hand, if z E U is anode on a singular fibre, we assume t = u2 + v2 a.s

before and find for any point y EUthat

((~\Y) n(u-xli» nIP(Ty,S3)

={[ll' l 2l E IP(TySa): l1w2 = l2wl; llwa+ l2w4 =O} .

Since the point z E U is given by w1 = w2 = wa= w4 = 0, it follows

((~\Y) n(l])C1j» nlP(TzS3) is the whole of m>(TzS3}. We conclude therefore

r nIP(T(Sa\F3» parametrizes al1 stable bundles 8 in our consideration having a seetion

8 of 88 [F3] with a zero of multiplicity two. The proposition follows.
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Now we are in a position to describe the moduli spare M2(w). On the manifold Y

there is an 1l2-action interchanging the order of the pair (zl~) E (83\F3)((83\F3). In

terms cf coordinates (w1,w2,w3,w4) the 11.2-action is given by

This action extends to the blow-up model U)({r in the obvious way and it is cleal M
2

( w)

models 1/112.

(2.5) Proposition ~/712 is smooth.

~. 1t ia enough to check Ioeal models ~ n(U)({r)/712 are smooth. In general, the

manifold

l2
ClearIy (zl'w3,w4'l:'") corresponds precisely to the pair of points

1
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l
U~ 2 Lik' 'ton )( u as w2 = w1 r . eWlse we wn e

1

fot Ioeal coordinates on {l2 =/= O} /71.2' Now in (2.2) we define fot the Iocal neighbourhood

~ n{vX'U)/1l2 ' where

2
local coordinates . (z2'w3,w4) = (w2Iw3,w4)' Similarly in (2.3) we write for

Yn(U"'"tr)/1l2, where

local coordinates

This shows rrD.2 admits a smooth manifold structure and proves the proposition.

Before closing this section we wish to diseuss two more things required later, The first

one ia that when constructing a universal bundle 1 over ~/712)(53 in the next section we

shall come across two line bnndles on V/1/.2 which are more convenient to describe here,

Using previous notations the Ioeal funetions zi =0 on {li =/= O}/7/.2 define a diagonal
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divisor ~~/11.
2

on ~/11.2 and we write [~~/11.
2
1 for the associated line bundle. Likewise

one can introduce a line bundle ,-lover ?/7I2 using defining fnnctions

on

on

{ll 4= O} /112 and

{l2 4= O}/712 .

Note that the dual bundle , of C l when restricted to the diagonal ~~ /11.
2

( ~/11.2 is

in' fact the tautological bundle over ~~/11.
2

c....1P(T(S3\F3))' From the relation

11w2 = 12w1 one infers l~Z2 = l~zl which gives

As a consequence the bundle , over ~ /11.2 is a root of [~~ /11.
2
1 or that ,02 ~ [~~/11.1.

The second thing we shall need ia that this root ia unique up to equivalence. The following

proposition ensures thia is the caBe.

(2.6) Proposition The moduli space M2(w) ~ ?/1/.2 is simply-connected.

~ 0 bserve first rar a smooth fibre F of 53~ IP1 the symmetrie produet

52F = (F)(F)/712 ia a smooth manifold admitting a fibration structure

(2.7) lP1 ---+1 S2F

1pr

F ~ 6F CS2F
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via a projection map pr sending a pair ol points on F to their sum. By applying this

framework to al1 smooth fibres F ol 83 we obtain naturally a fibration in the following

way:

(2.8)

where A = {a E lP1 : the fibre Fa = t-1(a) ol 83 is singular} while the map ; when

restricted to smooth copies of 52F c..... ~/7/.2 is simply the pro~tionmap pr in (2.7). As

~1(1P1) = 0, we deduce from (2.8) that every essentialloop of (~/7/.2)\wl(A) is realized

by one in (53\F3)\.-l(A) .

Now to show ~1(?/112) = 0 observe first there is an· obvious surjective ma.p

. For our purpose we argue every loop in (~/7/.2') \ ,1(A) deforms to the trivial one in

~/112. AB explained above such a loop can be chosen to be in (53\F3)\ ,-l(A) and hence

must be trivial in ~/112 using the facts r 1(5a/F3) = 0 (c.f. (K) lemma 4) and

53\F3 ~ 45 \F c.... ~/7/.2. The proposition folIows.
3 3
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§3. Determination of the cokernel bundle

As explained in (1.5) for every element [Il EM2(w) we have H2(End 6) ~ (2. H

we denote sl( I) CEnd I the bundle of trace-free endomorphisms, then one finclB

H2(sl( 6)) ~ ( since H2(~ ~ ( on 83, Thus the assignment 6--+ H2(sl( 8)) defines a

line bundle over ~(w) ~ f:lr0.2. We shall s~ow in this section the square of such a. bundle

identifies with the diagonal divisor ~'It /71.
2

on 'It /71.2•

Note first on the product space ~/7/.2 )( 83 there exists tautologically a "universal"

ideal sheaf "whose defining functions when restricted to {y})( 83 is precisely the one

on 83 parametrized by yE '::;:/"0.2' For our purpose, it ia enough to construct a universal

bundle ; --+ M2(w) )( 83 in an exact sequence

(3.1)

Here pri denotes the obvious projection map from ~/7/.2)(83 to the i-th factor while L

ia' some line bundle aver 't/7/.2' The reasen for this ia as follows. Granted the existence of

; in (3.1) we observe the (2-bundle over r r0.2 given by 6--+ 'H2(End I) ia just the

, second direct image aheaf (PlI )*2(End 1), By 8eIte duality thia (2-bundle ia dual to

and it is easy to deduce from thie

as End ,~ ;*e ; and
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and hence that

We shall see in the explicit construction of 'the bundle L will be taken to be the dual of

,---+ M2( fIJ) ~ Y/11.2 defined in §2. Therefore we have

and moreover that

as asserted in Theorem 2.

A main problem of coDsiructing the universal bundle t---+ ~ro.2 )( S3 in (3.1) is to

find a root for the diagonal diviaor A~/71.
2

on ~/712 hut we have already known in §2

there ia indeed one, namely, the bundle ,--+ "t /11.2. Nevenheless it might not be entirely

obvious why such a root should exist in the first place. It ia undoubtedly the case however

if we restrict our attention to a subfamily t 2 of bundles parametrized by the
S F
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symmetrie product 52F c.... ~I7/.2 of a smooth fibre F on 53 since in which case we may

explicitly determine the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2([& 2]) ror the Une bundle
S F

[d 2 ] associated to the diagonal divisor 4. 2 on S2F and conclude whereby [& 2 ]
5F SF SF

always has a root as w2([& 2 ]) = O. In fad we may further deduce in such casea the
S F

manifold S2F ia free of torsion and so the topological obstruction to the existence cf t 2
. S F

imposed by the B'rauer class on S2F )( 53 automatically va.nishes. All these nice propenies

of 52F have been d.iscussed by Macdonald in [Ma]. AB a matter of fact the construction of

I. 2 ia fundamental to the existence of the universal bundle, in (3.1) as we shall see in
S F

amoment. To avoid repeating material however we play low the rele cf t 2 here in tbis
5 F -

discusaion.

A standard procedure cf finding whether or not a universal bundle ,-:-+ ~I7/.2 x 53

exists in (3.1) ia to study the spectral sequence

(3.2) 0 -+ Hl(~I7/.2 x 53;prr tf8 pr;[F3]-2)

-+ Extl(~/7/.2 x 53;~' prrL 8 pr;[F3]-2)

-+ aO(V"I7/.
2

x 53;~1(~prrL 8" pr;[F3]-2))

--+ H2(~/71.2 )( 83; pr;[F3]-2) -+ ...

which we shall examine very carefully. Observe first

by the KÜDneth fonnula as HO(S3;[F3]-2) = H1(S3 j[F3]-2) = O. To proceed on, let

X = supp( ~/71 x5 I~) c~I7/.2 )( 53' Note that X ia a manifold and the restricted
2 3
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plojection pli IX : X --+ '1/71. is a two-to-one COVering map branched along the diagonal

/i~/71 of '1/71.2. Via the local duality theorem (c.f. [GH]) we have an isomorphism
2 .

(3.3)

and Out task is to find a line bundle L --+ V: /7J.2 to malte the sheavf above a copy cf Ox.
This suggests taking L ~ ,-1 as we are going to explain.

Noie first A2(tf/ f) is the determinant cf the conormal bundle Ni of X in

~/7J.2 x S3 and 80 we have

(3.4)

aince K
S3

. ia trivial on S3\F3' On the other hand, aB X ia a branched covering of ~/712,

there is a ramification divisor on X which we denote by prl1(!J.~/71/ Subatituting the

Hurwicz formula

in (3.4) we obtain
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(3.5)

Note that the second i80morphism comes from the facts ,~::! [!J.~/"11
2

] on ~/712 and

* &2 -1 W2(pr1 ,) IX ~ {prl (ä~/lI ) IX)
, 2

and hence the asserted isoIDorphism as the manifold X is simply-connected (c.f.

proposition (2.6)).

It is now dear after ta.king L ~ ,-1 in (3.2) one deduces from (3.3) and (3.5) that

aB pr;lF3]-2 1X ia trivial. Since HO{ Ox) contains the constant funetion 1 as an element,

the universal bundle ; in (3.1) exiats if the obstruction

vanishes or equivalently thai HO(~/712,,-1)= ° as (H2(5
3

;[F3]-2) ~ (2. To see it is

indeed the case we note first the bundle ,-1 when restricted to copies S2F e-. ~/1I.2 of

symmetrie products of smooth !ibre F on 53 has no holomorphic section. This is a

consequence cf the fact thai ,WJ. I 2 ~ [tJ.~/1I. ] IS2F ia represenied by an effective
5 F 2

divisor on S2F. As the union of such copies of S2F ia a dense open set in ~(ll., we
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divisor on S2F. As the union of such copies of S2F is a dense open set in ~/71, we

conclude HO(~ /112;,-1) = 0 and therefore the existence of the universal bundle t in

(3.1). This completes our discussioDB_ here.
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